Tab 9 – Standard 7 (report included in the 2017 meeting packet)
T.Gagliardi is the TG chair, and explained that since the Standard was republished in late 2016, the group has only met once since the previous JC Face-to-Face, specifically in July. Although there was little detail to update regarding the 3 open issues, he did briefly explain the topics and indicate more work would occur in the coming year.

M.Perez opened the floor for comments and questions; there were none

Tab 20 – New Issue Paper FE-2017-13 – Seams in Section 6.3.1, Standard 7
J.Brania is the issue proponent and explained the intent of his paper, specifically the way the Standard is structured, Section 6.3.1 is a redundant repeat of section 5.4.2, and therefore is unnecessary and should be removed to avoid confusion.

Motion, J.Brania: To send this straight to ballot
Second: T.McNeil
Discussion: M.Kohler asked what the harm would be to just leaving it as is. J.Brania suggested to keep language simple, straightforward and not create any possible confusion by restating the same intent with slightly difference language. M.Kohler explained how this may be different in chest freezers versus door freezers. J.Brania said based on what he sees with the language it would be difficult for someone to take advantage of this. S.Schaefer said that based on the ballot he thinks this would benefit by going to task group.

Amended Motion, J.Brania: To send this to standard 7 Task Group for discussion and action
Second: T.McNeil
Vote: Twenty-six in favor, Zero Opposed, Zero Abstain
Motion: Carries